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Abstract

Study Design: Literature review.

Objective: The aim of this study was to provide an overview of the available intraoperative monitoring techniques and the
evidence around their efficacy in vertebral column resection.

Methods: The history of neuromonitoring and evolution of the modalities are reviewed and discussed. The authors’ specific
surgical techniques and preferred methods are outlined in detail. In addition, the authors’ experience and the literature regarding
vertebral column resection and surgical mitigation of neurologic alarms are discussed at length.

Results: Risk factors for signal changes have been identified, including preoperative neurologic deficit, severe kyphosis, increased
curve magnitude, and significant cord shortening. Even though no evidence-based treatment algorithm exist for signal changes,
strategies are discussed that can help prevent alarms and address them appropriately.

Conclusion: Through implementation of multimodal intraoperative monitoring techniques, potential neurologic injuries are
localized and managed in real time. Intraoperative monitoring is a valuable tool for improving the safety and outcome of spinal
deformity surgery.
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Introduction

Within the past 2 decades, the management of spinal deformi-

ties has changed significantly. The advent and widespread use

of pedicle screw fixation, in combination with advancements in

posterior and 3-column osteotomy techniques, has permitted

more aggressive deformity correction. Unfortunately, neurolo-

gic complications have been associated with increased com-

plexity, large corrections, staged procedures, and significant

blood loss. Although relatively infrequent, iatrogenic neurolo-

gic deficit can be a devastating complication. Intraoperative

neuromonitoring was developed in an effort to mitigate the

risks to the sensitive neural elements during spine surgery.

In order for intraoperative monitoring to be useful in detect-

ing and preventing neurologic problems, it must provide suffi-

cient warning of impending deficit to allow time for correction.

Additionally, the safety, efficacy, and cost-effectiveness profile

must be desirable. Paralleling the advancements in technique

and instrumentation, there has been a steady evolution in

utilization of various neuromonitoring methods. The purpose

of this article is to provide a summary of the neuromonitoring

modalities and discuss their efficacy in the prevention of post-

operative neurologic deficits relating to spinal deformity cor-

rection. The incidence and etiology of neurologic

complications in 3-column osteotomies and the recommenda-

tions for the utilization of intraoperative monitoring in this

setting will be reviewed at length.
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Neuromonitoring Modalities

Somatosensory-Evoked Potentials (SSEPs)

Somatosensory-evoked potentials primarily monitor the integ-

rity of the dorsal columns by stimulating the peripheral nerves

electrically and recording the potential over the cortex and

subcortex during spinal reconstructive surgery. By measuring

and analyzing repeated small amplitude signals from peripheral

nerves and averaging the data into one signal, SSEPs provide a

measurable display of amplitude and latency.1 Typically, the

ulnar nerve is used as a reference for the upper extremity and

the posterior tibial nerve for the lower extremity. This stimulus

is carried along the dorsal nerve roots to the dorsal column

spinal tracts and the somatosensory cortex, where they are

recorded (Figure 1).2 Approximately 300 to 500 electrical sti-

muli are delivered to provide an averaged waveform. Signifi-

cant decrease in amplitude, and/or a significant increase in

latency, is associated with potential changes in neurologic sta-

tus of the patient. The surgeon is typically notified when there

is unilateral or bilateral amplitude loss of at least 50% to 60%
or 10% increase in latency.3

Somatosensory-evoked potentials are the primary modality

used to detect sensory changes. Although unable to detect

motor change, they have a high specificity for detecting

impending spinal cord injury. By directly analyzing the spinal

cord sensory tracts, SSEPs provide reliable information for

surgeon notification. However, there are some limitation to the

technology. Because signals are averaged, they are not

performed in real time, which does delay the identification of

changes. Furthermore, the surgeon has to be aware that SSEPs

are sensitive to systemic issues and agents (hypotension,

hypothermia, and use of halogenated anesthetic agents), which

may lead to inadvertent neuromonitoring changes unrelated to

surgical events. Experienced technologists must be able to

identify technical versus surgical causes of data change. Last,

SSEPs have only limited effectiveness in identifying isolated

nerve root injuries due to multilevel innervation of spinal nerve

roots. SSEPs are a crucial component to intraoperative neuro-

monitoring, but are most effective when used in a multimodal

fashion in conjunction with motor-evoked potentials and

electromyography.

Transcranial Motor-Evoked Potentials (tcMEPs)

Motor-evoked potentials were developed to directly monitor

the motor pathways, that is, the corticospinal tracts. Early

attempts to monitor motor pathways by stimulating the spinal

cord were discovered to be primarily sensory in nature. The

only true motor potential is one that begins in the motor cortex

itself. Stimulation of the motor cortex and recording on periph-

eral muscles allows for testing of the entire motor pathway

(Figure 1).2 In events such as anterior spinal artery syndrome,

SSEP responses would fail to identify changes in spinal cord

function because the dorsal columns would remain intact. The

advent of safe and effective MEP monitoring allowed detection

of such events and increased the sensitivity of neuromonitoring

modalities.

Electrodes placed on the scalp stimulate the motor cortex

with a pulse train of high-voltage, short-duration signal.1 In

contrast to the white matter–mediated SSEPs, the tcMEPs

directly evaluate the spinal cord pyramidal tracts to provide

motor information. The tcMEP can be measured in the epi-

dural space or as a compound muscle action potential in the

effector muscle.

A single universal warning criterion for motor-evoked

potentials has yet to be determined. There are currently 3 dif-

ferent warning criteria that are primarily used to indicate a

significant change in the patient’s motor function. The first

criterion is referred to as the “Threshold Technique.” This

technique uses a 100 volt increase in stimulus without recovery

of the response’s amplitude as a means of quantifying signifi-

cant change. Stimulus is increased when the amplitude of myo-

genic responses decrease below 65% of baseline values.4 Next,

the “Amplitude Technique” allows for increase of stimulus up

to maximum, as long as the amplitude of the recorded response

is maintained within acceptable limits. Finally, the “All or

None Technique” allows for increase of stimulus to maximum

and a significant decrease in amplitude, as long as a reprodu-

cible response remains recordable. tcMEPs are both sensitive

and specific for diagnosing intraoperative spinal cord injury

and poor spinal cord perfusion. The concurrent use of tcMEPs

with SSEPs provides the surgeon with highly reliable informa-

tion about the status of the surgical patient’s neurologic status,

both sensory and motor.

Figure 1. Neuroanatomic pathways of somatosensory-evoked
potential (SEEP) and motor-evoked potential (MEP). The SSEP is
produced by stimulation of a peripheral nerve. The electrical signal
travels through the dorsal columns of the spinal cord and crosses to
the contralateral side after synapsing at the cervicomedullary junction.
It ascends to another synapse in the thalamus and finally to the primary
sensory cortex where the response is recorded. The MEP is produced
by stimulation of the motor cortex in the brain. An electrical signal
descends in the corticospinal tract to reach the anterior horn cells of
the spinal cord. After synapsing, the signal travels along a peripheral
nerve and across the neuromuscular junction to produce a muscle
response. MEP signals can be recorded from the epidural space (D and
I waves) or in the muscle (compound muscle action potential). Rep-
rinted with permission from Sloan TB, Janik D, Jameson L. Multimodality
monitoring of the central nervous system using motor-evoked poten-
tials. Curr Opin Anesthesiol. 2008;21(5):560-564.
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Descending Neurogenic-Evoked Potentials (dNEPs)

During the 1990s, prior to the advent of MEP monitoring,

attempts were made to record motor-evoked potentials from

peripheral nerves or muscles via stimulation of the spinal cord.

The provided stimulus is either indirect with placement of

needles into consecutive spinous processes or direct with inser-

tion of an epidural catheter onto the dura through a laminotomy

defect within operative spinal levels. Typically, the responses

are recorded from the sciatic nerve at the popliteal fossa. Ini-

tially, dNEPs were believed to record motor activity, but find-

ings from Minahan et al suggest the findings correlate more

with antidromic dorsal column signal.5 Although they do not

provide motor data, the dNEPs are still useful, especially in

patients with poor motor data (as seen in patients with severe

cerebral palsy). Additionally, dNEPs can help localize the area

of spinal cord deficit by systematically stimulating at multiple

points along the spinal column, allowing for precise mapping

of the injury level.6 When stimulating above the point of spinal

cord injury, recordings in the lower extremities are absent.

When stimulation is applied distal to the point of injury to the

cord, lower extremity data is recordable. This mapping can

direct surgical intervention to the region of interest and poten-

tially prevent or limit neurologic injury.

Similar to SSEPs, dNEPs may be unable to detect neurolo-

gic injury when the dorsal columns are intact. Also, dNEPs

specifically monitor spinal cord function and are not used to

detect nerve root injury. When used in a multimodal fashion,

dNEPs are a useful adjunct to the neuromonitoring

armamentarium.

Spontaneous Electromyography

Spontaneous electromyography detects the spontaneous elec-

trical activity of muscles. Bipolar needles are used either intra-

muscularly or subdermally to detect neurotonic discharges

from muscles during spine surgery.7 Proper needle placement

is essential for accurate EMG recording, with the electrodes

being placed into the “belly” of each recorded muscle. Baseline

EMG values are recorded prior to surgical start and continuous

recordings are made throughout the case. EMG is based on the

premise that muscles at rest should be relatively electrically

quiet—without spontaneous activity. Observed activity in an

effector muscle group can indicate irritation or stretching of the

lumbar root associated with that muscle. This information can

provide useful feedback to the surgeon.

Unlike other modalities, spontaneous electromyography can

provide real-time information about nerve root function. For

example, significant burst pattern changes leading to nonrepe-

titive asynchronous potentials or train activity consisting of

multiple and/or repetitive synchronous stimuli may indicate

nerve root damage during the case.8 However, in most cases,

burst patterns actually indicate temporary nerve root irritation

from manipulation, electrocautery, or tugging rather than per-

manent injury. Classically, high-frequency discharges are more

likely associated with true injury.9 Still the sustained repetitive

stimuli recorded may be secondary from traction and compres-

sion of nerve roots, which in itself requires immediate identi-

fication and rectification during the case.

Unfortunately, electrically quiet muscle may not always be a

normal finding. The absence of expected EMG activity should

be questioned. In cases of chronic nerve root damage, the nerve

root may be nonresponsive. Additionally, dosage and timing of

surgical muscle relaxation must be considered. Nonetheless,

spontaneous EMG is a useful adjunct to monitoring during a

spinal procedure, but it should always be performed alongside

multimodality testing. The passive nature of spontaneous EMG

is complimented by the active testing protocols of SSEP and

MEP monitoring.

Triggered EMG (tEMG)

Calancie et al first described the use of electrical stimulation of

pedicle screws for evaluation of placement in an animal

model.10 Since that time, tEMGs have been shown to be an

effective tool for detecting pedicle breaches.1 tEMGs are

obtained by stimulating the center of the tulip head of the

pedicle screws with a monopolar probe while using a needle

electrode in the paraspinal musculature as an anode. The EMG

response was recorded from the effector muscles of each spinal

level tested.

Stimulation begins at zero and is slowly increased until a

sustained EMG response is recorded. The stimulation level

needed to create an EMG response is called the “threshold.”

Lower thresholds suggest that the cortical bone of the pedicle is

breached, which could allow the pedicle screw to irritate the

nerve root. There is no universally accepted set of thresholds,

but values of 6 mA to 15 mA have been discussed in previous

literature (Figure 2).11-14 Essentially, tEMG is an impedance

test used to stimulate nerve roots. Loss of the structural integ-

rity of the cortical pedicle leads to less impedance to the nerve

root and lower electrical stimulation values required to detect a

response in recording muscles. Responses lower than a prede-

termined threshold value suggests potential screw malposition.

Danesh-Clough et al demonstrated the efficacy of tEMGs by

Figure 2. Comparison of published tEMG thresholds for pedicle
screw stimulation. There is no universally accepted threshold, but
values of 6 mA to 15 mA are published in the literature.
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placing 91 pedicle screws in 6 sheep using a threshold of 10 V

with the result showing a sensitivity of 94% and specificity of

90% using this technique.15 Unfortunately, because thoracic

nerve roots are nonspecifically innervated, it is difficult to truly

define a threshold value.

Although a useful tool, tEMG should always be used in

addition to careful palpation of the pedicle tract and radio-

graphic evaluation. Also, similar to other modalities that use

muscle recording, it is important to consider the level of neuro-

muscular blockade, which can falsely elevate the stimulation

threshold giving the appearance of a correctly placed screw.

Last, the surgeon has to understand the different stimulation

thresholds in different levels of the spine (thoracic vs lumbar).

Neurologic Complications in 3-Column
Osteotomies

The treatment of severe spinal deformity presents a difficult

challenge to the spine surgeon, often requiring osteotomy to

correct sagittal and coronal deformities and imbalance.

Although vertebral column resection (VCR) offers the greatest

potential correction of these rigid deformities, it is a technically

demanding procedure with increased estimated blood loss

(EBL), operative time, and significant neurologic risk. Never-

theless, VCR is an accepted treatment for the correction of the

most rigid, severe spinal deformities.

In his initial study of 70 posterior vertebral column resection

(PVCR) patients, Suk et al reported 4 transient nerve root inju-

ries (5.7%) and 2 permanent, complete spinal cord injuries

(2.9%). The significantly high rate of complications in this

landmark study was attributed to preoperative cord compro-

mise and preexisting diminished blood supply to the thoracic

cord that was unable to tolerate the additional stress of such an

extensive surgery.16 In follow-up studies, Suk et al reported an

8% rate of transient nerve root injury in patients undergoing

PVCR for a fixed, lumbosacral deformity and only one com-

plete paralysis in patients undergoing PVCR for rigid scolio-

sis.17,18 Later reports by Lenke et al on pediatric patients and

another on pediatric and adult patients undergoing VCR

reported no spinal cord deficits in either study.19,20

In order to appropriately respond to neuromonitoring alerts,

it is prudent to understand the etiology of potential neurologic

deficits. Authors have speculated on the etiology of these neu-

rologic complications and the effect of blood supply to the

thoracic cord. Several studies in dog models have demonstrated

how segmental thoracic artery ligation and cord shortening

maneuvers may cause neurologic dysfunction. Fujimaki et al

explored how many ligations of bilateral segmental arteries can

cause ischemic spinal cord dysfunction by dividing 15 dogs

into 5 groups: no ligation (sham), 3-level ligation (T11-T13),

4-level ligation (T10-T13), 5-level ligation (T10-L1), and 7-

level ligation (T9-L2). Doppler spinal cord blood flow was

measured at T12.21 Spinal cord–evoked and motor-evoked

potentials were recorded at 10 hours postoperatively and clin-

ical neurologic function measured at 1 week postoperatively.

The authors concluded that 5-level bilateral segmental artery

ligation within the dog T9-L2 region (approximating the

human critical vascular zone of T4-T9) is sufficient to cause

spinal cord ischemia and neurologic dysfunction. In humans

where the artery of Adamkiewicz is typically the dominant

supply, artery ligation may result in an “all or none” response,

irrespective of laterality and number of ligated segmental

arteries.

In another dog model, Kawahara et al described the dangers

of spinal column shortening on spinal cord function during

VCR.22 The authors performed total spondylectomy of T13

on 46 dogs, with instrumentation 2 levels above and 2 levels

below, and gradually shortened the spinal column by a com-

pression maneuver between the screws inserted into T12 and

L1 until the lower endplate of T12 touched the upper endplate

of L1, to a maximum of 20 mm. Morphologic changes of the

dural sac and spinal cord were noted at specific amounts of

shortening. From 7.2 to 12.5 mm, dura matter deformation

occurred in an accordion-like fashion without spinal cord

changes. At >12.5 mm of shortening, dura matter buckling and

subsequent spinal cord kinking occurred. Based on these

results, the authors defined 3 phases of acute spinal shortening.

Phase 1 is the safety range involving shortening within one

third of the vertebral segment and no deformity of dural sac

or spinal cord. Phase 2 is the warning range (shortening

between one third and two thirds of vertebral segment) where

the dural sac shrinks without spinal cord changes. Phase 3 is the

dangerous range (shortening greater than two thirds of verteb-

ral segment) where buckled dural sac is associated with spinal

cord deformity. Spinal cord–evoked potentials were also mea-

sured and abnormalities were noted in 33% dogs at 15 mm of

shortening and 67% dogs at 20 mm of shortening. Clinical

neurologic function paralleled the monitoring changes. Based

on these results, the authors concluded that phases 1 and 2 of

spinal cord shortening do not compromise spinal cord function,

while phase 3 shortening increases this risk. Interestingly,

spinal cord blood flow was actually shown to increase in phases

1 and 2, possibly through a local vasodilatory effect. Interest-

ingly, this may provide the explanation for the clinical phenom-

enon of improvement in neuromonitoring changes with

decompression and shortening. When the shortening pro-

gresses into phase 3, the cord kinks and spinal cord blood flow

respectively decreases. This landmark study provides guide-

lines for the degree of cord shortening while minimizing neu-

rologic impairment.

In addition to understanding the potential etiology of neu-

rologic deficits, it is important to preoperatively identify which

patients are at particularly high risk. In a 2014 study, Xie et al

identified risk factors for postoperative neurologic deficits in

76 patients with severe rigid spinal deformities treated with

PVCR.23 While none of the 76 patients suffered permanent

paraplegia or nerve root injury, 6 had postoperative change in

neurologic status on physical exam that resolved within 6

months. Preexisting neurologic dysfunction was noted to be

the greatest risk factor for postoperative neurologic deficit

(odds ratio [OR] ¼ 49.322). Other risk factors were potential

intraspinal and brainstem anomalies (OR ¼ 18.423), scoliosis
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associated with hyperkyphosis (OR ¼ 11.883), and level of

VCR (OR ¼ 8.769), which itself correlated with number of

segmental vessels ligated and thus spinal cord perfusion. The

authors noted that previous neurological dysfunction may be

indicative of preexisting chronic ischemia or “sick spinal

cord,” which could increase the patient’s susceptibility to neu-

rologic deficits secondary to distraction of the neural elements

or tension on the local vasculature. Similarly, intraspinal and

brainstem anomalies like Chiari malformation or tethered cord

could cause fixation of the cord and increased susceptibility to

ischemic injury from mechanical traction on segmental vessels.

In cases of a “sick spinal cord” or preexisting chronic ischemia,

intraoperative positioning and hemodynamics must be opti-

mized to prevent further undue insult to an already compro-

mised cord.

Kim et al also identified risk factors for postoperative neu-

rologic deficits after 3-column osteotomy.24 Their study

included 233 patients, though only 152 underwent PVCR and

81 underwent pedicle subtraction osteotomy (PSO) and data on

complication risk factors was combined for the 2 groups. The

authors corroborated with multiple logistic regression analysis

that preoperative neurologic deficit (OR ¼ 3.04) and resection

of 2 or more vertebrae (OR ¼ 4.73) both increased the risk of

postoperative neurologic deficit (P < .05); patients with both of

these risk factors experienced a 29-fold increase in neurologic

complication rate. Independent variable analysis further noted

that preoperative kyphosis (OR ¼ 4.46), a diagnosis of tuber-

culous kyphosis (OR ¼ 4.23), fusion extent of >5 segments

(OR¼ 3.20), insertion of titanium mesh (OR¼ 3.64), operative

time >200 minutes (OR¼ 4.47), and EBL >3000 mL (OR¼ 3.98)

all increased the risk of postoperative transient or permanent

neurological deficit though these results did not remain sig-

nificant with multiple logistic regression analysis. When all

complications were included, multiple logistic regression

analysis demonstrated that only preoperative neurologic

deficit (OR ¼ 3.64), preoperative kyphosis (OR ¼ 3.01),

and fusion extent of >5 segments (OR ¼ 1.99) increased

the overall complication rate.

Given the established risk of neurologic complication from

VCR, it is essential to utilize intraoperative neuromonitoring to

provide real-time data on the functional status of the spinal cord

and to direct surgical decision making. Prior studies have

demonstrated that MEP recordings are most effective at detect-

ing spinal cord ischemia and have the highest sensitivity for

detecting neurologic injury.25,26 Jarvis et al reported on neuro-

monitoring changes in 37 three-column posterior spinal osteo-

tomies (7 PSO, 15 complete VCR, 15 partial VCR) performed

in the thoracic spine of 28 pediatric patients and provided a

strategy for how to respond to these changes to minimize poor

neurologic outcomes.27 In his study, neuromonitoring alerts

were defined as loss of SSEP or tcMEP to <50% of baseline

amplitude and were classified chronologically as type I (prior

to decompression), type II (during decompression), or type III

(after osteotomy closure). Twenty-one alerts were noted in 18

patients (15 type II, 6 type III); all were MEP alerts and only 3

were SSEP alerts with no isolated SSEP alerts, confirming the

minimal utility of SSEP. Larger curve magnitude was associ-

ated with alerts (combined sagittal/coronal curve of 188.6�,
range 111� to 308�, for alert patients, vs 139.0�, range 67� to

230�, for nonalert patients, P ¼ .0009); severe kyphosis was

also associated with alerts (102.3� for alert patients vs 69.9� for

nonalert patients, P¼ .006). Furthermore, complete VCR had a

statistically significant highest incidence of alerts (12 of 15,

80%, P ¼ .02), compared to partial VCR (6 of 15, 40%) and

PSO (3 of 7, 43%).

For all MEP alerts, the authors recommended ruling out

equipment, technical, or anesthetic causes, as well as

increasing mean arterial pressure (MAP) to a minimum of

70 mm Hg while optimizing oxygenation. For failures of the

type II alerts to improve with elevated MAPs, decompres-

sion was completed and the osteotomy was closed. This

successfully shortened the decompressed spinal cord,

improved its perfusion, and led to improvement in MEPs.

For failures of the type III alerts to improve with elevated

MAPs, reopening of the closed osteotomy, assuring absence

of compression, and closure of the osteotomy with either

less correction or a larger cage/graft led to improvement

in MEPs. Moreover, implementation of their algorithm

clinically led to <14% transient postoperative neurological

deficits, which recovered at a mean of 24.2 days, and no

permanent deficits were noted.27

Cho, Lenke, and colleagues evaluated 90 consecutive VCR

procedures and found a 16.7% incidence of spinal cord moni-

toring signals being completely lost or meeting warning cri-

teria. However, with various intraoperative responses including

raising the MAP, removing any traction on the patient, or

reversing previously applied correction maneuvers, all patients

had return of data to acceptable limits without any major neu-

rologic deficits sustained.28

Jarvis et al demonstrates the effectiveness of MEP changes

in guiding surgical intervention. The authors identified high-

risk steps of the procedure and methods to successfully

improve monitoring changes.27 There are numerous possible

mechanisms for neurologic injury within the lengthy and tech-

nically challenging PVCR procedure and protection of the

spinal cord should be targeted to these specific mechanisms.

Careful nerve root retraction during pedicle resection and a

comprehensive knowledge of surgical anatomy during osteo-

tome placement mitigates neurologic risk during bony resec-

tion. Wide laminectomies, preserving the anterior longitudinal

ligament to prevent translation, placing an anterior mesh cage,

and placing H-shaped strut allografts between intact spinous

processes to prevent dural compression may prevent spinal

column subluxation, dural buckling, or compression by resi-

dual bone and soft tissue.29 Furthermore, limiting segmental

artery ligation to less than 5 levels and limiting shortening to

less than two thirds of the segmental-level height will decrease

the risk of neurologic deficit.21,22 Although segmental ligation

of 5 levels would be an extreme clinical scenario, it is inad-

visable to have multiple consecutive bilateral segmental liga-

tions in any case. Finally, while some neurologic complications

may be inevitable in a procedure as expansive as VCR, the use
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of continuous neuromonitoring data with rapid surgical

response may help mitigate neurologic deficit.

Efficacy of Neuromonitoring and Responding
to Positive Alarms

There are numerous neuromonitoring tests in the surgeon’s

armamentarium to assist in performing safe spinal deformity

surgery, with promising results previously discussed. Each

neuromonitoring modality has potential benefits and draw-

backs, but the use of multimodal neuromonitoring can be quite

successful at alerting the surgeon to potential neurologic injury

and guiding prompt intraoperative correction. A frequently

used combination involves monitoring both SSEPs and MEPs.

Hamilton et al reviewed over 100 000 spine surgery procedures

in the Scoliosis Research Society morbidity and mortality data-

base and analyzed neuromonitoring results, which were used in

65% of the cases. In this retrospective review, the combined

SSEP and MEP had a sensitivity and specificity for new spinal

cord deficit (61 cases) of 0.43 and 0.98, respectively, and the

positive and negative predictive values of 0.21 and 0.99,

respectively. For new nerve root deficits (128 cases), the com-

bined SSEPs and MEPs monitoring had the sensitivity and

specificity of 0.13 and 0.99, respectively, suggesting that nor-

mal intraoperative neuromonitoring findings correlate very

highly with uninjured spinal cord or roots. The authors stress

the combination of surgical judgment and neuromonitoring as

only 39% to 44% of the new postoperative neurologic deficits

were detected intraoperatively in their series. Although neuro-

monitoring changes allowed for quicker responses to intrao-

perative neurologic deficits, still more than half of neurologic

deficits in the adult and pediatric revision cases were unidenti-

fied intraoperatively. Auspiciously, the complete and partial

recovery rates for new postoperative spinal cord neurologic

deficits are 88.7%.30

One of the most controversial aspects of neuromonitoring

involves the thresholds required to prompt intraoperative

action by the surgeon. Although thresholds widely depend on

the institution and surgeon, some guidelines do exist for spe-

cific neuromonitoring methods. For example, the SSEP criteria

for surgeon notification are an intraoperative unilateral or bilat-

eral amplitude loss of at least 60% or 10% increase in latency.3

Using a similar threshold in a study identifying motor tract

injury during cervical spine surgery, the SSEP is highly spe-

cific (100%) to injury, but not nearly as sensitive (25%). The

tcMEP warning criteria of amplitude loss of at least 60% in

the same study showed 100% specificity and sensitivity.24 The

tEMG has sensitivity of 94% and specificity of 90% from an

animal study using pedicle screws with a threshold of 10 V.15

Unfortunately, there is significant variability in the potentials

elicited by a threshold stimulus for reliable and reproducible

assessment of the motor system. Any change in the morphol-

ogy of the complex polyphasic deflections of the compound

muscle action potential can be considered a significant change

in the tcMEP. Therefore, loss of signal rather than decreased

amplitude may be more specific for motor injury.

No evidence-based protocol exists for reacting to findings of

a potentially new intraoperative neurologic deficit detected by

neuromonitoring. Vitale et al recently published a consensus-

based best practice guideline for positive neuromonitoring

warning signs in pediatric deformity (Figure 3).31 The first step

in the algorithm involves optimizing systemic issues that could

cause monitoring changes, such as controlling the mean arterial

pressure, hematocrit, body temperature, and blood pH. Once

the systemic issues are evaluated and optimized, the status of

anesthesia agent, electrode connection, and patient positioning

are assessed. Finally, if the aforementioned measures did not

resolve the signal changes, the guideline recommends remov-

ing traction, reducing the degree of surgical deformity correc-

tion, or removal of rods and screws to evaluate possible spinal

cord/nerve compression. Last, intraoperative imaging like the

O-arm and/or fluoroscopy should be used to identify the source

of pathology.

Limitations of Neuromonitoring and
Anesthetic Concerns

Intraoperative neuromonitoring may provide a reliable

assessment of potential neurologic injury during spine sur-

gery. However, each of the neuromonitoring modalities has

inherent limitations, many of which involve the use of anes-

thetic agents and muscle relaxants. Unfortunately, these

classes of medications can lead to invalid signal interpreta-

tion depending on the type of agent and the neuromonitor-

ing modality. For example, the halogenated inhalation

anesthetics and muscle relaxants have opposite effects on

the SSEP and tcMEP signals. The inhalation anesthetics can

affect the SSEP signals, but have limited effect on tcMEP

signals.32 On the other hand, the use of muscle relaxants

permit a more reliable recording on the SSEP signals, but

can easily misinterpret the tcMEP findings.33 In order to

limit such undesirable interactions, total intravenous

anesthesia (TIVA) is more commonly used in major adult

deformity spinal cases in conjunction with SSEP and MEP

signals, which provides a more accurate assessment of the

entire spinal cord in real time.

At the senior author’s institution, balanced anesthesia, such

as sevoflurane or desflurane, along with propofol and remi-

fentanyl infusion are used as the standard protocol for moni-

toring. For cases relying on the use of MEPs, TIVA with

propofol, remifentanyl, and sufentanil are used to prevent any

potential interactions with the neuromonitoring modalities.

Halogenated inhalation agents are only used in exceptional

cases when patients have reactive airway disease or difficult

blood pressure control while on TIVA. Generally, our

anesthesia team administers a small bolus of muscle relaxants,

like rocuronium, during intubation and does not start an infu-

sion until a baseline response is obtained. After baseline sig-

nals are recorded, rocuronium is infused to maintain the

patient at 2 twitches on train of 4. In situations of neuromo-

nitoring data collection error or issue, the muscle relaxant

infusion is stopped until the problem is resolved. Despite the
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potential interference with certain neuromonitoring signals,

muscle relaxants decreases the “jump” as well as the risk of

bite injuries on stimulation.

Contrary to our practice, Martin et al recently published a

randomized controlled trial demonstrating no clinically sig-

nificant differences in SSEPs and MEPs while using either

TIVA or volatile anesthesia during posterior spinal

fusions.34 There is limited literature comparing TIVA and

inhaled anesthesia technique during adult spinal deformity

cases, but the study by Martin et al demonstrates possible

advantages of inhaled anesthesia, without clinical compro-

mise, including rapid awakening postoperatively and the

feasibility of a rapid wake-up test in less than 5 minutes.

An integral aspect of this study was the minimalistic admin-

istration of inhaled agents to maintain amnesia, while lim-

iting any unwanted interaction with the neuromonitoring

device. The current recommendation for anesthetic agent

of choice during complex spinal deformity correction is still

unknown. We strongly advocate for constant communica-

tion with the anesthesia team perioperatively to determine

the safest and most effective anesthetic approach for each

particular case.

Author’s Preferred Techniques

At the senior author’s institution, the approach to intraopera-

tive neuromonitoring signal loss begins with localizing the

area of concern. It is important to understand the difference

in potential problems at the cord, conus, and nerve root levels.

Moreover, we routinely use the peripheral upper extremity

recording sites to predict if the changes were secondary to a

surgical technique or systemic issues. Warning criteria for

SSEP testing is defined as a 10% increase in latency or 50%
to 60% decrease in amplitude. MEP warning criteria is

defined as a 60% decrease in amplitude following a 100 V

increase in baseline stimulus. dNEP warning criteria is a

10% increase in latency or 80% decrease in amplitude. Each

of these criteria attempt to identify a “significant” deteriora-

tion in neurologic status, within a time period that allows for

intervention and prevention of neurologic loss.

The surgical steps taken prior to the warning criteria event

are sequentially reversed to identify a potential cause of the

change. If the signals return to acceptable limits after a partic-

ular step is reversed, the source has likely been identified and

corrected accordingly. Often, signals typically return after

Figure 3. A consensus-based checklist to guide surgeon responses to intraoperative neuromonitoring (IONM) changes in patients with a stable
spine. Reprinted with permission from Vitale MG, Skaggs DL, Pace GL, et al. Best practices in intraoperative neuromonitoring in spine deformity
surgery: development of an intraoperative checklist to optimize response. Spine Deformity. 2014;2(5):333-339.
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reducing the amount of deformity correction. If the signals do

not return despite reversing the recent surgical steps, intra-

operative imaging (fluoroscopy, O-arm, X-ray) is used to iden-

tify any implant-related complications. All the while, MAP and

hematocrit are augmented to optimize blood flow to the neural

axis. The patient is evaluated for proper positioning, nor-

mothermia, and optimal blood pH at the same time. All tech-

nical causes of data changes are ruled out by the monitoring

team and surgeon.

In deformity cases requiring thoracic pedicle screw instru-

mentation, it is the senior author’s preference to remove the

screw with the lowest threshold. A sounding device is then used

to palpate the walls and floor of the pedicle screw tract to

ensure no breach is found. If the tract is well-positioned, the

screw is replaced and the surgery continues. However, if a

cortical breach is found, the trajectory of that screw is redir-

ected and the pedicle screw with the next lowest stimulation

value is removed and assessed in similar fashion. At the senior

author’s previous institution, lumbar thresholds have been

more reliably defined as <2.8 mA for an almost certain pedicle

wall defect, <4.0 mA for a strong likelihood of a pedicle wall

defect, 4-8 mA for a possible pedicle wall defect, and >8 mA

for an intact pedicle.35

Vertebrectomy cases usually require sacrifice of a thoracic

root. Unfortunately, the anterior spinal artery is often inti-

mately associated with these roots, particularly at T10 and

T12 on the left. Ligation of the anterior spinal artery or its

branches can lead to cord ischemia and loss of neurologic

function. In order to prevent inadvertent ligation of the artery,

we clamp the thoracic nerve root with an aneurism clip for 5

minutes to observe for neuromonitoring changes. Without

observed changes, the artery is not likely associated with sig-

nificant cord blood flow and it is safe to ligate the root.

A true spinal cord or nerve deficit is more likely with dete-

rioration in both the SSEPs and the MEPs. Because neuromo-

nitoring data is not in real-time, the alarms we receive may not

be temporally associated with recent surgical maneuver. There-

fore, determining the precise level of injury may be difficult.

dNEP cord mapping with an epidural electrode is invaluable in

these situations. The level of concern is identified by measuring

dNEPs after performing a small laminotomy and placing the

probe directly on the dura of the spinal cord. This allows a low-

intensity stimulation (5-40 mA) compared to spinous process

needles and other dNEP methods.6

Recommendations for Use

Before the advent of intraoperative evoked potential monitor-

ing, the only available method for assessing spinal cord func-

tion was the Stagnara Wake-up test. For years and still today,

the wake-up test is the gold standard at assessing neurologic

function. Unfortunately, because the test is performed after the

desired surgical correction, the specific cause of neurologic

insult is unknown. The wake-up test is unable to provide

timely, accurate monitoring of the spinal cord and nerve roots.

The introduction of SSEP, tcMEP, dNEP, and EMG

intraoperative neuromonitoring modalities has allowed for ear-

lier detection of possible neurologic deficit and subsequent

prevention of deficits postoperatively. However, with a coop-

erative, hemodynamically stable patient and a concerted effort

with the surgical and anesthetic teams, the wake-up test is still

an invaluable adjunct in patients at increased risk of neurologic

deficits.

In 2009, the Scoliosis Research Society (SRS) released an

information statement on neuromonitoring to its members sup-

porting the use of intraoperative spinal cord monitoring to pre-

vent neurologic complications. After extensive review of the

literature and clinical experience of its members, the SRS con-

cluded that the use of neurophysiological monitoring during

spinal deformity correction and instrumentation is validated

and efficacious. The majority of SRS members routinely used

spinal cord monitoring during deformity cases and stress the

importance of a multimodal approach. Furthermore, the SRS

believes that intraoperative neuromonitoring multimodality

allows for real-time neurologic assessment and should be con-

sidered the preferred method for detecting an impending spinal

cord insult.36

It is important to understand that a solitary neuromonitoring

modality or inexperienced use of multimodal neuromonitoring

can be of little benefit. The understanding of the available

electrophysiologic techniques as well as their potential short-

comings may allow for more effective implementation. It is the

surgeon and electrophysiologist’s experience with both the

surgical procedures and the available modalities that increases

efficacy. An electrophysiologist’s thorough knowledge of the

surgical steps and specific surgical maneuvers employed

throughout the case may allow for early prediction of when

changes may occur. The correlation of neuromonitoring events

with surgical maneuvers is paramount for prompt recognition

and rectification. Finally, it is only through open communica-

tion between the surgeon, anesthesia team, and the electrophy-

siologist that the detection and reversal of potential neurologic

injury can be avoided. Communication and interdisciplinary

respect are the keys to rapid intervention and successful

outcomes.

Conclusion

There is a large body of evidence supporting the effectiveness

of intraoperative neurophysiologic monitoring during spinal

deformity surgery. Although monitoring is no longer consid-

ered investigational, current use is dictated by surgeon prefer-

ence, technical availability, and coordination of care between

specialties. Multimodality monitoring provide a real-time

assessment of spinal cord and nerve root function and permit

more aggressive surgical corrections than may have been

undertaken. Intraoperative monitoring cannot replace a thor-

ough understanding of neural anatomy and meticulous surgical

technique, but can be a valuable tool for improving the safety

and outcome of spinal deformity surgery. Finally, a thorough

lower extremity motor neurologic exam should be performed

following every spinal deformity corrective surgery to confirm
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neurologic status of the patient prior to leaving the operating

room.
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